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Abstract  

In Adaptive noise cancelling method  uses two inputs one is primary input and other is the reference 

input. A “primary” input the combination of main signal and noise whereas a “reference” input 

contains correlated noise within the primary signal. The difference of reference input from primary 

gives the noise free signal. It is verified that signal to noise ratio at reference path impact the signal 

to noise ratio at output, and by decreasing the signal to noise ratio at reference path increase in signal 

to noise ratio achieved. Also, by decreasing changing the output power a SIR changes immensly. 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 
Basically filters are used to estimate an additive noise. To eliminate 

noise, the signal is passed through a filter. The domain of design these 

filters are called the optimal filtering. Filters used for this purpose can 

be adaptive or fixed[1]. A prior knowledge of signal and noise is 

required for designing fixed filters. Whereas the Adaptive filters, 

adjust own parameters for cancelling the noise. The adaptive filter 

makes use of reference input received from sensors which located in 

the noise field. This input is further is then subtracted from the 

primary signal or the main signal and eventually eliminates the noise. 

But if we use appropriate adaptive process of filtering and subtraction 

then noise reduction is achieved by minimum distortion of the signal 

[2]. By using adaptive noise cancellation we can achieve maximum 

cancellation of noise which may not be achieved by the direct 

cancelling [3].  

2. The Concept of Adaptive Noise Cancelling 
Fig. 1 shows that primary input contains main signal s and noise n0 

uncorrelated with the signal is added using a noise sours. The noise 

n0 is uncorrelated with the main signal s[4]. A noise  n1  from the 

same noise source and correlated with n0  but uncorrelated with main 

signal is fed as reference input to the canceller. The noise n1  is a 

close a replica of n0   [5]. The reference input is subtracted from 

primary input to produce overall system output z = S + n0  

 
Fig. 1: Adaptive Noise Cancellation 

3 Effect of Signal Components in the Reference Input 
In Figure-2 the adaptive noise canceller with reference input contains 

signal components and the primary and reference inputs carry the 

additive correlated noises[6]. If there is a signal component in the 

reference path of the system then when the subtraction of primary and 

reference inputs occurred then there is a large possibility that the 

signal in main path and the reference path remains correlated to each 

other and after subtraction they can cancel out each other and only 

noise remains left at the output as the overall output of the system. To  
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overcome it a reasonable phase shift of the signals are recommended 

[7].  

 
Fig. 2: Additive Noise in Priary and Refrence Path 

4. Output Signal-to-Noise Density Ratio 

The transfer function of the propagation path from the signal input to 

the noise canceller output is 1- I(Z) (𝑊)∗and that of the path from the 

noise input to the canceller output is 1- H(Z) (𝑊)∗ [7]. The spectrum 

of the signal component in the output is thus 

  δssout=   δss(z) |1- I(Z) (W)∗|2 

and that of noise component 

  δnnout=   δnn(z) |1- H(Z) (W)∗|2 

 

The output signal-to-noise density ratio is thus 

ρout(Z)=
  δnn(z) |H(Z)|2 

  δss(z) |I(Z) |2  

The output signal-to-noise density ratio can be conveniently 

expressed in terms of the signal-to-noise density ratio at the reference 

input  ρref   as follows [8]. The spectrum of the signal component in 

the reference input is 

  δssref=   δss(z) |I(Z) |2 

and that of noise component is similarly 

  δnnref=   δnn(z) |H(Z)|2 

The signal-to-noise density ratio at the reference input is thus 

ρref(Z)=
  δss(z) |I(Z)|2 

  δnn(z) |H(Z) |2 

The output signal-to-noise density ratio is, therefore, 

ρout(Z) =
1

ρref(Z)
 

It shows that, the signal-to-noise is the reciprocal of signal-to-noise 

density ratio at the reference input at all frequency. 

5. Signal Distortion at the Noise Canceller Output 
The amount of signal distortion depends on the amount of the amount 

of signal propagated through the adaptive filter, and it is 

approximately equal to 

  δss(z) |I(Z)/H(Z)|2 
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The combining of these components involves complex addition and 

it results in signal distortion[6]. The worst case happens when these 

two signal components are of opposite phase. The signal distortion is 

given by 

D(z)≅  ρref(Z)/ρpri(Z) 

It shows that, with an unconstrained adaptive solution and mutually 

correlated noises at the primary and reference inputs, low signal 

distortion results from a high signal-to-noise density ratio at the 

primary input and a low signal-to-noise density ratio at the reference 

input[9].  

6.  Output Noise 
The output noise in terms of signal to noise density ratios is given by 

the ratio of signal to noise density at the reference input and primary 

input as given below 

δoutput  noise (Z) ≅   δnn(z) |ρref(Z)|| ρpri(Z) | 

From this equation, it is clear that the output noise spectrum and input 

noise spectrum are dependent on each other. Secondly, if the signal-

to-noise density ratio at the reference input is low, the output noise 

will be low; that is, the smaller the signal component in the reference 

input, the more perfectly noise   will be cancelled[10]. Also, if the 

signal-to-noise density ratio in the primary input is low, the Output 

noise will be low. 

6.1 Dependance of Output SIR on output power 
In this, it is proved with simulation on Advanced Design System that 

if the output power of Adaptive Interferer canceller (we are using 

interference instead of noise but rest of the concept is same) is 

decreased then the Output SIR would be increased [9]. Consider 

figure below 

 
Fig. 3: Dependency of Output SIR on Output Power 

In this figure it is shown that there are two signal sources, Port 1 is 

for primary signal at 1 GHz frequency and Port 2 for interference at 

2 GHz frequency.  Port1 is connected to power combiner PWR1.Port 

2 is connected to power splitter PWR2, so that interference signal is 

divided into two parts. One part will remain in the reference path, 

whereas the other part is taken to primary path and added with the 

original signal with the help of PWR1. To provide 180 degree phase 

shift there is a phase shifter with 90 degree phase shift whereas other 

90 will be done by the coupler used here in addition mode. We need 

opposite phase of signals on both paths so that there will be maximum 

cancellations. Attenuator is used to increase or decrease the 

interference signal level at reference path. In this simulation, we vary 

the attenuator value and then check the values of signals at path3.We 

vary the attenuator value until we reduce the interferer value to some 

extent. Since in this experiment we want to check the dependence of 

output SIR and output power so our main aim is to vary the output 

power  in every simulation no matter if we are getting maximum 

cancellation or not. Following details shows  simulation results 

 

 

 
The plot of these values are shown below 

 
Fig. 4: Dependanceo of Outpur SIR on Output Power 

7. Dependance of Output SIR on SIR at refrence path. 

 In this section, it is proved that SIR at reference path and at output 

path holds the following relationship 

                        
This means both are inversely proportional to each other. To increase 

the SIR at output path we have to decrease SIR at reference path [10]. 

Consider the figure 5. 

    

 
Fig 5: Implementation of Adaptive Noise Cancellation Technique 

 
From this, we can notice that when SIR at reference path is -10 then 

the output SIR is 21.815 but when the reference SIR is decreasing the 

output SIR is increasing for example when reference SIR is decreased 

at -35 then the output SIR increased to 25.173 that means both SIRs 

are inversely proportional to each other. So we can say that if we have 

lesser signal component at the reference path then the cancellation 

will be moiré appropriate as the less signal component will be 

canceled out and more correlated interference will be cancelled out 
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7. Conclusions 

The additive noise introduced by Co-located Base stations produces 

distortion in the primary Signal. An adaptive cancellation system is 

used to overcome the interference and the performance improvement 

is verified by Advance Design System. It is confirmed that the output 

SIR is increased by decreasing the SIR of reference signal. 
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